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New Sars initiative should bring
greater efficiency to road hauliers

T

he roll-out this year
by Sars of its Customs
Modernisation initiative
to the land-based border posts
with Botswana, Namibia,
Lesotho and Swaziland should
bring greater efficiency to the
road transporters who have the
appropriate systems in place,
says Core Freight Systems’
Glenn Lawson.
Not only will it involve change
to the back-end computer system
employed by Customs for the
processing of import and export
declarations in this environment,
but also to the procedures
applicable at the border post
itself.
Lawson explains: “Effectively
all cross-border commercial

cargo declarations will have
to be submitted electronically,
including supporting
documentation when required,
via the Sars EDI facility prior to
the truck arriving at the border.
Processing of these declarations
by Sars must be finalised up
to the “Proceed to Port” status
before a truck will be allowed to
enter the border post.
“Upon arrival at the border
the truck driver will present
the Customs officer with
the road manifest covering
the declarations previously
submitted via EDI and the
officer will confirm the release
of the consignment or arrange
inspection if necessary by
reference to the Sars computer

system. A CN1 form will be
produced as per declaration as
evidence of the release of goods
and a second form, a CN2, will
be issued to the driver as a gate
pass to proceed through the
border.”
Lawson points out that Sars
will no longer stamp SAD
forms. In addition, manual
clearances by Customs agents
will no longer be processed
by Sars at the border and no
further transactions under code
70707070 will be allowed. All
importers and exporters will
have to be registered with Sars.
The initial exercise was
launched at the Kopfontein
border post. Other points of exit
and entry will follow.

Glenn Lawson … ‘Effectively all crossborder commercial cargo declarations
will have to be submitted electronically.’

Exports to Africa under pressure as donor
funds dry up
BY Liesl Venter

Economic uncertainty across the
globe is affecting South African
exporters who have yet to see any
real benefit from the weakening
of the rand.
“Even though the rand has
weakened and in theory that
would mean an advantage to
our exporting across southern
Africa, we have not seen any real
benefits as yet,” said Luis De
Barros, export sales manager
for Plascon.
This, he says, is due to the

financial crisis that continues to
plague Europe and to some extent
the US.
“Where does Mozambique get
its money to buy paint? Money
from foreign donors has not been
as readily available and that has
affected our sales to a certain
extent.”
At the same time the
strengthening of southern African
currencies has led to an increase
in sales.
“While donor funds have dried
up quite a bit, the strengthening
of currencies such as the Meticais

in Mozambique for instance has
meant that consumers have more
money to spend, so they are
importing more commodities.”
Another major impact on the
price of commodities in recent
times has been the price of
raw material. “The pricing has
steadily been increasing,” said
De Barros. “That means the price
of the final product has steadily
been increasing as well. Cost
pressures have been making it
more difficult for a product
to be competitive enough to
be exported.”

But, said De Barros, the
situation has forced exporters to
be creative in finding solutions.
“In South Africa fashion plays
a major role when it comes to
paint – people change the colour
of their environments due to a
variety of social factors. Now
while paint is not an essential
commodity in some of our poorer
neighbouring countries, we have
been able to attach emotional
value to paint and bring about
an educational message of
how it can transform one’s
environment.”
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